
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL SUPERMARKT 

WO KANN MAN SPEISEN KAUFEN? 

TIP OF THE WEEK: HOW TO SURVIVE A GERMAN 
SUPERMARKET? 

I changed back into chatty California mode, as the patient shoppers behind me seemed unphased 

that an additional 20 seconds were being deducted from their day. Then, the greatest shock of all, a 

man at the end of the counter asked if I needed help bagging my groceries. 

Yes, I was no longer in Germany, I could conclusively confirm. 

Even being a Stammgast (regular guest) at my local supermarket back in Berlin, the cashier and I 

never exchange words beyond "Hallo, guten Tag"and "Kassenbon?" (Receipt?) and "Nee, danke." 

As all of us at The Local Germany have had supermarket surprises as expats, so we've compiled a 

video with EasyGerman on the topic, and a guide of other things you need to know to survive the 

German supermarket. Variety of supermarkets 

Germany has an eclectic variety of supermarkets. At bigger supermarkets such as Rewe and Edeka, 

you can purchase a wide variety of household items such as cleaning items, hair care products and 

even fuzzy socks and toy trucks, now that the holidays are arouna the corner. My local Edeka, likely 

taking a cue from the U.S., even carries bright orange pumpkin carvers with fanged smiley faces. 

Yet if you would like to purchase any sort of medicine, even non-prescription painkillers such as 

pharacetemol, you'll only find it at an Apoteke, or pharmacy. Even Drogerei (drug stores) such as OM 

won't carry painkillers beyond creams. 

Opening hours 

lt's standard knowledge t hat supermarkets are closed on Sundays, except for those in train stations, 

to give Germans (including store employees) their beloved Ruhetag, or day of rest. These strict laws 

actually stretch back 100 years to 1919, and until 1996 were in the form they took on in the 1950s: 

stores open until only 6:30 pm on weekdays and 2 p.m. on Sundays. They're also often not only 

closed on holidays, but also the day before holidays. 

A coin to avoid cart chaos 

In the U.S. it's common to see that rogue shopping cart (or six) left lingering in the middle of a 

parking lot before someone else claims it. Yet this kind of disarray doesn't happen in Germany. Be 

prepared to carry along a one-euro coin if you want to unlock a shopping trolley, which is locked into 

a line of others. As soon as you lock it up at the end of your shopping experience, you'll get the 

deposit returned to you. 


